
    8x lower costs 
compared to public-cloud solutions1
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OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY
Settle for nothing less than digital 
transformation with a private, open cloud.

RAPID INNOVATION
Respond quickly to changing 

needs, new opportunities, and 
competitive challenges.

TRANSFORMATIVE COST SAVINGS
Businesses are demanding new and better 
services, but most IT budgets are flat or declining. 
An open-source private-cloud can help you do 
more with less.

BE THE DISRUPTER
Get agile and innovative with a Mirantis® OpenStack* 
private-cloud solution running on servers powered 
by the Intel® Xeon® processor E5 v4 family.

1  Results are as reported by actual individual companies during interviews conducted by Catalyst Strategies 
(catalyststrategies.com) in the first half of 2016. Companies interviewed were OpenStack* super users with private-cloud 
implementations. Companies were not necessarily Mirantis customers or using Mirantis or Intel products in their open-cloud 
environments. Reported result are not neccesarily typical. Individual company results may vary.

2  Mirantis. "Real World Business Metrics from Large-Scale OpenStack Superusers." October 2016. 
mirantis.com/blog/real-world-business-metrics-from-large-scale-openstack-superusers/.

3  Intel. “Intel Inside®. Responsive Digital Services Outside.” 
intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/xeon/xeon-processor-e5-family.html.

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or 
service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system can be absolutely secure. 
Check with your system manufacturer or retailer or learn more at intel.com.

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel- based product, in the specified 
circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and provide cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not 
guarantee any costs or cost reduction.

Intel does not control or audit third-party benchmark data or the web sites referenced in this document. You should visit the 
referenced web site and confirm whether referenced data are accurate.

Intel, the Intel logo, and Xeon are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries.

Mirantis and FUEL are registered trademarks of Mirantis, Inc.

Copyright © 2016 Intel Corporation. All rights reserved.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

YOUR COMPETITORS ARE MOVING 
FAST TO THE CLOUD. ARE YOU?

Vendor-neutral solutions
Industry-standard 
tools and APIs
Unified view to automate 
and orchestrate the entire 
data center
Easy determination of 
return on investment (ROI)
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20 percent more cores 
than in previous- 
generation Intel Xeon 
processor E5 V3 family3

Support for faster 
memory 
Advanced, accelerated 
data encryption

6+ weeks to 10 minutes
Reductions in 
release-cycle time1,2

Provide new features 
at a dramatically 

faster pace.1,2 
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Flexible support for diverse 
infrastructure vendors
Automate provisioning 
of full-stack computing 
environments
Easily manage initial 
deployment and 
ongoing operations
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400% increase 
in annual releases 
of your products 

and services1,2

6,048% reduction 
in provisioning time1,2

Transform your business with a private-cloud 
solution from Mirantis® OpenStack* to achieve ...

Bring speed and agility to your 
business with a private-cloud solution 
from Mirantis, OpenStack*, and Intel.

95% reduction in costs 
per virtual machine1,2

98% reduction 
in dedicated sysop headcount1,2
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